Title: APPARATUS AND METHOD TO FORM AND MOUNT PANS

Abstract: The present disclosure provides an advantageous pan jig for installing a pan relative to a frame. The disclosed pan jig is semi-permanently engages the pan relative to a frame. Specifically, the disclosed apparatus and method of use advantageously facilitates formation and mounting of a drip pan for use with a system that facilitates aeroponic growing. The disclosed aeroponic growing system may include a plurality of drip pans.
APPARATUS AND METHOD TO
FORM AND MOUNT PANS

BACKGROUND

1. Cross-Reference to Related Application

The present application claims priority benefit to a provisional patent application entitled “Apparatus and Method to Form and Mount Pans,” which was filed on November 1, 2017, and assigned Serial No. 62/580,239. The content of the foregoing provisional application is incorporated herein by reference.

2. Technical Field

The disclosed apparatus and method of use advantageously facilitates formation and mounting of a pan for use with a system that facilitates aeroponic growing. The disclosed apparatus and method may be utilized in other applications that require and/or benefit from in situ formation and mounting of structures that share features and/or functions akin to the disclosed pan, e.g., feed troughs, sluices and/or tubs for various commercial use (with or without end caps).

3. Background Art

Traditional indoor plant growing systems may maximize space by including multiple levels for support of plant growth. Each level may include a trough or drip pan that functions to capture nutrient fluid/solution that drips from a growing surface (e.g., cloth/fabric substrate) and/or from the plant roots. The trough or drip pan may further facilitate removal and/or recirculation of the captured nutrient fluid/solution.

In view of the dimensional requirements of large-scale plant growing systems, challenges exist in assembling and positioning drip pans relative to other components of the system. For example, attempts to connect/combine modular drip pans in an end-to-end fashion so as to satisfy length requirements of the growing system have proven difficult, expensive and unreliable, e.g., based on the need to establish reliable seam connections. Indeed, seam connections established between modular drip pan components have been prone to leaking which can cause damage and undesirable loss of water and nutrient.

The apparatus and method(s) disclosed herein advantageously address the noted shortcomings of drip pan assembly and positioning for plant growing systems of the type
disclosed in the ‘992 patent. In addition, the disclosed apparatus and method(s) have broad applicability in forming alternative structures, e.g., feed troughs, sluices and tubs for various commercial or industrial uses (with or without end caps).

SUMMARY

The present disclosure provides advantageous pan mounting apparatuses and methods. The disclosed apparatuses/methods may be applied in a range of applications to form and mount desired structures, e.g., vertical plant growing systems, feed troughs, sluices and tubs for various commercial and/or industrial applications.

A plant growing system is described in U.S. Patent No. 8,533,992. The system disclosed in the ‘992 patent is generally housed within a building and uses artificial techniques for providing light and a sprayed nutrient solution for optimal plant growth. The system disclosed in the ‘992 patent includes, inter alia, a frame (e.g., an “AGL frame”) that functions to support operational aspects of the system, e.g., a source of artificial light, a source of nutrient solution, and a cloth or fabric substrate upon which plants germinate and grow. The content of the ‘992 patent is incorporated herein by reference.

A building may hold many plant growing systems and each plant growing system may include multiple, horizontally-spaced levels for support of plant growth. In embodiments of the noted plant growing system, each level includes a trough or drip pan that functions to capture nutrient fluid/solution that drips from the cloth/fabric substrate and/or the plant roots, and to facilitate removal and/or recirculation of the captured nutrient fluid/solution. Recirculation of the nutrient fluid/solution advantageously conserves water and nutrients.

The disclosed apparatus/method may provide easy transport, simple formation, concise fabrication, fewer parts, and reduced or no seams. For instance, embodiments of the disclosed apparatus/method may utilize a continuous pan sheet (e.g., a drip pan sheet) of requisite length. The disclosed continuous drip pan sheet reduces labor, part count, and eliminates the potential for leakage. The disclosed drip pan sheet may be utilized within a system that facilitates aeroponic growing. To facilitate easy installation, a pan jig (e.g., a drip pan jig) may be utilized to engage with a frame structure (an “AGL frame”) and the disclosed continuous drip pan sheet. The disclosed drip pan jig may be designed to semi-permanently engage the drip pan sheet with the AGL frame. The AGL frame may include a plurality of
vertical members, cross members, side members and frame brackets. The AGL frame may further include a plurality of drip pan rails that may at least partially engage with the disclosed drip pan sheet. The disclosed drip pan jig may ensure consistent construction (e.g., bolt placement) of the drip pan sheet, drip pan rail and at least one vertical member.

In some embodiments, a drip pan may be formed and mounted relative to an AGL frame for use in vertical growing systems by unfurling the drip pan at least in part within the AGL frame, wherein the unfurled drip pan defines a concave shape and extends at least partially the length of the AGL frame; mounting a frame bracket to the AGL frame, wherein the frame bracket is configured and dimensioned to receive at least a portion of the unfurled drip pan; mounting a clamp bracket relative to the frame bracket, wherein the clamp bracket includes a cam assembly which is configured and dimensioned to receive a drip pan rail; positioning a drip pan rail relative to the cam assembly, wherein the drip pan rail is simultaneously in contact with the drip pan; semi-permanently locking the clamp bracket, the drip pan rail and the unfurled drip pan relative to the frame bracket; fastening the drip pan rail and the unfurled drip pan to the AGL frame; and removing the clamp bracket and the frame bracket, wherein upon removal of the clamp bracket and the frame bracket, the unfurled drip pan and the drip pan rail remain fastened relative to the AGL frame.

As used throughout, drip pan and drip pan sheet may be used interchangeably without departing from the spirit/ scope of this disclosure.

Additional features, functions and benefits of the disclosed apparatus and methods will be apparent from the description which follows, particularly when read in conjunction with the appended figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Features and aspects of embodiments are described below with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which elements are not necessarily depicted to scale.

Embodiments of the present disclosure are further described with reference to the appended figures. It is to be noted that the various features, steps and combinations of features/steps described below and illustrated in the figures can be arranged and organized differently to result in embodiments which are still within the scope of the present disclosure.
To assist those of ordinary skill in the art in making and using the disclosed assemblies, systems and methods, reference is made to the appended figures, wherein:

Figures 1A-1C schematically depict an AGL frame according to the present disclosure;

Figure 2 schematically depicts a drip pan according to the present disclosure;

Figure 3 schematically depicts a drip pan positioned relative to an AGL frame according to the present disclosure;

Figures 4A-4C schematically depict an assembled drip pan jig according to the present disclosure;

Figure 5A schematically depicts a side view of a frame bracket and Figure 5B schematically depicts a cross-sectional view of the frame bracket, according to the present disclosure;

Figure 6A schematically depicts a perspective view of a clamp bracket and Figure 6B schematically depicts a side view of a cam assembly from the clamp bracket, according to the present disclosure;

Figure 7 schematically depicts a cross-sectional view of the frame bracket according to the present disclosure;

Figure 8 schematically depicts a side view of the assembled frame bracket and drip pan according to the present disclosure;

Figure 9 schematically depicts a side view of the assembled drip pan jig and drip pan according to the present disclosure;

Figure 10A schematically depicts a side view of the assembled drip pan jig, drip pan and drip pan rail and Figure 10B schematically depicts a side view of the cam assembly and the drip pan rail, according to the present disclosure;

Figure 11A schematically depicts a front view of the assembled drip pan jig, drip pan and drip pan rail and Figure 11B schematically depicts a top view of a U-bar and hook assembly, according to the present disclosure;
Figure 12 schematically depicts a side view of the assembled drip pan jig, drip pan and drip pan rail according to the present disclosure;

Figure 13 schematically depicts a front view of two drip pan jigs assembled with the drip pan and drip pan rail according to the present disclosure; and

Figure 14 schematically depicts a front view of the assembled drip pan and drip pan rail.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DISCLOSURE

The present disclosure relates to an apparatus and method to form and mount a pan (e.g., a drip pan). More particularly, an apparatus and method to form and mount a continuous drip pan for use in vertical growing systems (e.g., vertical aeroponic growing) is provided. The disclosed vertical growing system may utilize a plurality of continuous drip pans. It should be understood, however, that the disclosed embodiments may be embodied in various forms. Therefore, details disclosed herein with reference to the disclosed apparatuses/methods are not to be interpreted as limiting, but merely as the basis for teaching one skilled in the art how to make and use the advantageous apparatuses/methods (e.g., a drip pan jig and a drip pan sheet) and/or alternative assemblies of the present disclosure.

The disclosed drip pan may be configured individually or in combination with at least one other component (e.g., a growing tray). The disclosed drip pan may be configured to contain a fluid. More particularly, the disclosed drip pan may be configured to capture a fluid. The fluid positioned within the disclosed drip pan may be directed to secondary location (e.g., a reservoir). The disclosed drip pan may be positioned relative to a frame structure (“AGL frame”). Although this embodiment focuses on directing and holding fluids, the technology is not limited to such and can be utilized with a variety of fluids and materials.

Referring now to the drawings, like parts are marked throughout the specification and drawings with the same reference numerals, respectively. Drawing figures are not necessarily to scale and in certain views, parts may have been exaggerated for purposes of clarity.

AGL FRAME

As shown in Figs. 1A-1B, AGL frame 10 may include a plurality of vertical members 12 and a plurality of cross members 14. Cross members 14 may be positioned relative to vertical members 12. For example, cross members 14 may be configured to interface with at
least two opposing vertical members 12. Cross members 14 may be positioned substantially perpendicular to vertical member 12. Cross members 14 may be positioned relative to the at least two vertical members 12 to ensure vertical members 12 are substantially perpendicular to a mounting surface (e.g., a floor). Vertical members and/or cross members 14 may have a square cross-section.

As shown in Fig. 1C, AGL frame 10 may further include at least one bracket (e.g., LED rail mounting bracket) 16 positioned relative to vertical member 12. LED rail mounting bracket 16 may be positioned substantially perpendicular to vertical member 12. At least one LED rail mounting bracket 16 may be positioned in close proximity to cross member 14. LED rail mounting bracket 16 may be an angle bracket (e.g., a 90 degree angle bracket). Side members 20 which may be positioned relative to LED rail mounting bracket 16. Optional side member 20 may interface with LED rail mounting bracket 16 on surface 18. Side members 20 may be configured to interface with at least two adjacent LED rail mounting brackets 16. Side members 20 may interface with a plurality of adjacent LED rail mounting brackets 16. Similar to cross members 14, side members 20 may ensure vertical members 12 are substantially perpendicular to a mounting surface (e.g., a floor). AGL frame 10 may further include diagonal member 22 positioned relative to vertical member 12. Diagonal member 22 may be configured to interface with at least two diagonally-positioned vertical members 12.

In one embodiment, AGL frame 10 may include a plurality of AGL frame sets 11 positioned adjacent to each other. For example, AGL frame 10 may include first set 11 including two vertical members 12 positioned in opposition at a predetermined distance and connected by at least one cross member 14. Each vertical member 12 may include at least one LED rail mounting bracket 16 positioned thereon, as discussed above. Second set 11 may further include two vertical members 12 positioned in opposition at a predetermined distance and connected by at least one cross member 14. Each vertical member 12 may include at least one LED rail mounting bracket 16 positioned thereon, as discussed above. First set 11 and second set 11 may be adjacentlly positioned relative to each other such that cross members 14 are substantially parallel. At least one side member 20 may optionally be present and may be positioned relative to LED rail mounting bracket 16. Particularly, side member 20 may engage vertical member 12 of first set 11 with adjacent vertical member 12 of second set 11. Diagonal member 22 may further engage vertical member 12 of first set 11 with diagonally-positioned vertical member 12 of second set 11.
AGL frame 10 may further include additional AGL frame sets 11, as discussed above, which may be adjacently positioned relative to first and second AGL frame sets 11. AGL frame 10 may include at least two AGL frame sets 11 and at least one drip pan, as will be discussed in more detail below. More particularly, at least one continuous drip pan may be positioned relative to the at least two AGL frame sets 11. (e.g., relative to each cross member 14). In some instances, AGL frame 10 may extend approximately 10-40 meters in length and may include about 5-20 drip pan levels. In such instance, AGL frame 10 may include a plurality of AGL frame sets 11 (e.g., 16 AGL frame sets), wherein each set 11 includes at least 2 vertical members, at least 5 cross-members and at least 10 LED rail mounting brackets 16. However, the number of required components is at least partially dependent on the number of drip pan levels.

**DRIP PAN INSTALLATION**

As mentioned above, at least one drip pan may be positioned relative to AGL frame 10. As depicted in Fig. 3, at least one continuous drip pan 50 may be positioned relative to AGL frame 10. In one embodiment, drip pan sheet 50, positioned on roll 52 (see Fig. 2), may be unfurled within AGL frame 10 to form a continuous drip pan 50, which extends at least partially the length of AGL frame 10. As shown in Fig. 3, drip pan 50 may be positioned in close proximity to vertical members 12 and cross members 14. Drip pan 50 may be stretched thoroughly to avoid long term resting on cross members 14. Such long term resting may irreversibly deform drip pan 50, which may impact the flowability of fluids. In such case, as will be discussed in more detail below, drip pan 50 may be suspended above at least one cross member 14. Drip pan 50 is generally installed at or near ambient temperature to ensure retention of desired shape.

Depending on the length of AGL frame 10, bar 54 may interface with the exposed end of drip pan 50 for ease of unfurling. For example, bar 54 may be inserted into holes located at the exposed end of drip pan 50. Bar 54 may be manually pulled, mechanically pulled (e.g., a winch), or a combination thereof. As drip pan 50 is being unfurled, ensure formed drip pan 50 is positioned uniformly to avoid deformities, especially those that may cause puddling. The ends of drip pan 50 may be cut to the desired length, which may be the full length of AGL frame 10. If desired, drip pan 50 may be angled so as to direct a fluid to one end where a drain is positioned. The disclosed drain may further direct the fluid to a reservoir for recirculation. Additionally, a barrier (e.g., a cap) may be positioned and fluidly sealed in
close proximity to at least one end of drip pan 50. The cap may facilitate fluid flow down a
closely positioned drain or, if no drain/drain is closed, the cap enables drip pan 50 to act as a
holding chamber. As depicted in Fig. 3, excess drip pan material may be curled up at least
partially against vertical members 12 to form sidewalls and to facilitate mounting, discussed
in more detail below. Drip pan 50 may defined as having a cross-section that is concave in
shape.

In one embodiment, drip pan 50 may be fabricated at least partially from a plastic
material. Plastic provides sufficient chemical resistance, ease of cleaning, and the ability to
be formed. However, additional materials may be utilized without departing from the
spirit/scope of this disclosure. For example, drip pan 50 may be fabricated from sheet metal
or canvas. Drip pan 50 may be fabricated from a combination of plastic, sheet metal, or
canvas. In the event a material is chosen with suboptimal chemical resistance, resistant
coatings may be applied. As mentioned above, the length of drip pan 50 may at least
partially depend on the length of AGL frame 10 and whether drip pan 50 is intended to
partially or fully extend the length of AGL frame 10. The width of drip pan 50 is at least
partially a function of the desired final depth and width of drip pan 50. The width of drip pan
50 accounts for the material expended for mounting to AGL frame 10. Each level of AGL
frame 10 is may be autonomous of the others and width and length dimensions as well as
material selection may vary between each level.

Once drip pan sheet 50 is cut to the desired length (e.g., partial or complete length of
AGL frame 10), drip pan 50 may be formed directly/indirectly in relation to AGL frame 10.
Drip pan 50 may be formed using a jig (e.g., a drip pan jig) which at least partially aligns and
restrains drip pan 50 in relation to AGL frame 10. In one embodiment, drip pan 50 is fixed at
least partially to AGL frame 10 such that drip pan 50 is at least partially suspended above
cross members 14. Fixing drip pan 50 to AGL frame 10 further defines a pan depth which is
at least partially defined by the distance between the concave edges and the center of drip pan
50.

As depicted in Figs. 4A-4C, drip pan jig 100 may include two components, frame
bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150. Fig. 4A depicts drip pan jig 100 in the closed position
and Fig. 4B depicts drip pan jig 100 in the partially rotated position. Frame bracket 102 may
be configured and dimensioned to interface with clamp bracket 150. Particularly, clamp
bracket 150 may be releasably connected with frame bracket 102. More particularly, clamp
bracket 150 may be hingedly connected with frame bracket 102, such that frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 may rotate in relation to a fixed point. Even more particularly, frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 may be hingedly connected by hinge pin 152. Fig. 4C depicts the full rotation of clamp bracket 150 in relation to frame bracket 102. To restrict hinge pin 152 from sliding out, clasp 154 may be connected with hinge pin 152. Clasp 154 may be tethered by a chain to any one of frame bracket 102 or clamp bracket 150 to ensure clasp 154 remains with drip pan jig 100 throughout drip pan jig 100 use, storage and/or transport. Explanation of drip pan jig 100 is better explained in further view of Figs. 5A-6, which depict frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 in more detail. The use of any orientation labels (e.g., side, back or front) are not intended to be limiting, but rather to provide descriptors for ease of explanation.

As depicted in Figs. 5A-5B in view of Fig. 4C, frame bracket 102 includes first U-shaped cavity 104, which is defined by sidewalls 106 and first back wall 108. Extending from first back wall 108, perpendicular to first U-shaped cavity 104, is second U-shaped cavity 110, which is defined by first back wall 108, sidewall 112, and second back wall 114. First U-shaped cavity 104 is configured and dimensioned to interface with clamp bracket 150, such that clamp bracket 150 at least partially fits within first U-shaped cavity 104. As stated above, frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 may be hingedly connected by hinge pin 152. Hinge pin 152 may be introduced into hole 116, which extends between sidewalls 106.

Second U-shaped cavity 110 is configured and dimensioned to interface with AGL frame (not shown). Particularly, second U-shaped cavity 110 may be configured and dimensioned to interface with vertical member (not shown). The distance between first back wall 108 and sidewall 112 may be substantially similar to the outside dimension of vertical member (not shown). In some embodiments, vertical member 12 may have a square cross-section.

Frame bracket 102 may further include at least one interface element to engage with any one of clamp bracket 150, AGL frame (not shown), rail (not shown), drip pan sheet (not shown) and any combination thereof. For example, frame bracket 102 may include hook 118, which at least partially defines hook cavity 120. Hook 118 may interface with clamp bracket 150, as will be discussed in more detail below. Frame bracket 102 may further include AGL interface element 122. Particularly, AGL interface element 122 may interface with vertical member (not shown). More particularly, AGL interface element 122 may be a threaded fastener that extends at least partially into second U-shaped cavity 110. Frame bracket 102 may further include drip pan interface element 124. Drip pan interface element 124 may be a
threaded fastener. Each of the above mentioned interface elements will be discussed in more detail below.

As depicted in Figs. 6A-6B, clamp bracket 150 includes sidewalls 156 and front wall 158. The use of any orientation labels (e.g., side, back or front) are not intended to be limiting, but rather to provide descriptors for ease of explanation. Extending between sidewalls 156 is hole 160, which interfaces with hinge pin (not shown), as discussed above in relation to frame bracket 102. Clamp bracket 150 may be configured and dimensioned to semi-permanently interface with at least one portion of frame bracket 102. In one embodiment, clamp bracket 150 may include lever assembly (e.g., toggle assembly) 162 and U-bar 164. U-bar 164 may be positioned in close proximity to lever assembly 162 such that U-bar 164 moves at least partially in relation to the movement of lever assembly 162. U-bar 164 extends at least partially beyond front wall 158. U-bar 164 interfaces with hook 118 to semi-permanently connect clamp bracket 150 to frame bracket 102, as will be discussed in more detail below. Although depicted as lever assembly 162, U-bar 164 and hook 118, other forms of locking mechanisms may be utilized. For example, a bolt on one bracket (e.g., frame bracket or clamp bracket) that interfaces with a threaded plate located on the other bracket (e.g., clamp bracket or frame bracket), that when tightened, draws frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 together. Other locking mechanisms will be apparent to one skilled in the art.

Clamp bracket 150 may further include cam assembly 170, which may include cam arm 172 and cam ledge 174. Cam assembly 170 may be configured and dimensioned to interface at least partially with drip pan rail (not shown). Cam arm 172 may be hingedly connected with clamp bracket 150. For example, pin 176 may rotationally connect cam arm 172 to clamp bracket 150 to promote rotational movement in relation to cam ledge 174. Cam arm 172 may further include distinct contact points 178 that interface with drip pan rail (not shown). Cam ledge 174 may include surface 180 where drip pan rail (not shown) may rest. Cam arm 172 may further include cam interface element 182 to interface at least partially with cam ledge 174. Particularly, cam fastener 182 may interface with cam ledge 174 such that tightening cam fastener 182 causes at least one contact point 178 to rotate closer to cam ledge 174. Each of the above distinct features will be discussed in more detail below.

As previously stated, drip pan sheet 50 may be unfurled within AGL frame 10 until drip pan sheet 50 extends the desired length (e.g., partial or full length of AGL frame 10). In
most instances, the width of drip pan sheet 50 will be wider than the width opening of AGL frame 10, which is at least partially defined by cross member 14. In such instances, the edge of drip pan sheet 50 may be curled away from the respective cross member 14 so as to shape drip pan sheet 50 into having a concave cross-section (See Fig. 3). At least a portion of the curled drip pan sheet 50 will be in close proximity to AGL frame 10. More particularly, at least a portion of the curled drip pan sheet 50 may be in contact with vertical members 12. At least a portion of drip pan sheet 50 may be temporarily in contact with cross member 14 (e.g., during installation), which, as stated above, may produce irreversible deformation to drip pan sheet 50 if left for an extended period of time. In such case, drip pan sheet 50 should be suspended above the respective cross member(s) 14 (i.e., cross member(s) 14 directly beneath drip pan sheet 50). Suspension of drip pan sheet 50 may at least partially be accomplished through the use of drip pan jig 100.

The following description focuses on the complete installation of a single drip pan jig 100, unless otherwise stated. Therefore, it is anticipated that multiple drip pan jigs 100 may be installed. Accordingly, the following installation is not intended to be limiting to installing a single drip pan jig 100 at a time. To disassemble frame bracket 102 from clamp bracket 150, in the event the brackets were stored assembled, any one of the following disassembly techniques may assist in disassembly. Disassembly may include moving lever assembly 162 to disengage U-bar 164 from hook 118 and/or removal of clasp 154 from hinge pin 152 and then removing hinge pin 152 from holes 116, 160. Disengagement of U-bar 164 from hook 118 enables free rotation of frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 in relation to hinge pin 152. Removal of hinge pin 152 from holes 116, 160 enables the complete separation of frame bracket 102 from clamp bracket 150. The above process may be utilized in reverse to assemble drip pan jig 100, if, for instance, assembly is desired for storage.

Beginning with one vertical member 12, vertical member 12 may for example be located at one of the ends of AGL frame 10, position frame bracket 102 with respect to vertical member 12. Specifically, orient frame bracket 102 such that the end with hole 116 is opposite drip pan sheet 50. Position frame bracket 102 such that the opening to first U-shaped cavity 104 is directed towards the opposing vertical member 12. It should be noted that opposing vertical members 12 are those vertical members 12 located on the other side of drip pan 50. Position second U-shaped cavity around vertical member 12, ensuring second back wall 114 is in contact with vertical member 12. Position frame bracket 102 such that edge 103 is in close proximity with edge 19 of LED rail mounting bracket 16. Particularly, position frame bracket 102 such that edge 103 is in contact with edge 19 of LED rail.
mounting bracket 16. Once frame bracket 102 is in the desired position, engage AGL interface element 122, as shown in Fig. 7. In one instance, AGL interface element 122 is a fastener that engages with vertical member 12. However, additional interface elements are anticipated.

Once frame bracket 102 is tightened against vertical member 12, as discussed above, position drip pan sheet 50 until the edge of drip pan sheet 50 is in close proximity to frame bracket 102. Specifically, pull drip pan sheet 50 towards the base of frame bracket 102 until the edge of drip pan sheet 50 is in contact with edge 109 of first back wall 108, as shown in Fig. 8. In one embodiment, pliers may be used to pull drip pan sheet 50 towards edge 109 of frame bracket 102. Since frame bracket 102 is pressed against LED rail mounting bracket 16, the dimension of drip pan sheet 50 is consistent at each vertical member 12. Once the edge of drip pan sheet 50 is pressed against edge 109, engage drip pan interface element 124. In one instance, drip pan interface element 124 may be a fastener, however, additional interface elements are anticipated. Since drip pan sheet 50 may be easily damaged by a small or pointed fastener, drip pan interface element 124 may have a rounded tip to ensure drip pan interface element 124 does not damage drip pan sheet 50. In either case, drip pan interface element 124 grips drip pan sheet 50 such that drip pan sheet 50 is at least partially in contact with edge 109.

Engage clamp bracket 150 with frame bracket 102, as discussed above (See Figs. 4A-4C and 9). Specifically, position clamp bracket 150 at least partially within first U-shaped cavity 104 of frame bracket 102. At least partially align hole 160 of clamp bracket 150 with hole 116 of frame bracket 102, such that hole 160 and hole 116 are sufficiently aligned to accept hinge pin 152. Hinge pin 152 hingedly interfaces frame bracket 102 with clamp bracket 150 such that clamp bracket 150 may at least partially rotate in relation to frame bracket 102. Clasp 154 may be positioned on hinge pin 152 to ensure hinge pin 152 does not slide out of holes 116, 160.

In one embodiment, as mentioned above, the installation of frame bracket 102 with drip pan sheet 50 and clamp bracket 150, as explained throughout, may be accomplished individually on a single vertical member 12. In another embodiment, at least two installations may be accomplished simultaneously. Such installations may occur on adjacent vertical members 12 and/or opposite vertical members 12.
Drip pan rail 184 may be positioned in close proximity to drip pan sheet 50. Particularly, drip pan rail 184 may be at least partially in contact with drip pan sheet 50. Drip pan rail 184 may extend between at least two AGL frame sets 11. In one embodiment, a plurality of drip pan rails 184 may be positioned to extend at least a portion of the length of AGL frame 10. The plurality of drip pan rails 184 may be positioned in at least partial contact with the curled portion of drip pan sheet 50 along at least a portion of the length of AGL frame 10. The plurality of drip pan rails 184 may interface with adjacent drip pan rails 184. Drip pan rail 184 may be fabricated from a material displaying sufficient structural properties to at least partially constrain drip pan sheet 50 upon removal of drip pan jig 100 (e.g., metal, plastic, wood). Drip pan rail 184 may be an angled bracket (e.g., 90 degree bracket) or a substantially flat bracket. Drip pan rail 184 may further include a plurality of holes (or other attachment features) to engage with drip pan sheet 50. In one embodiment, drip pan rail 184 includes a plurality of holes (not shown) for receipt of at least one fastener (See Figs. 12 and 13). The plurality of holes (not shown) may be predrilled or may be drilled after installation of drip pan rail 184, as discussed below.

Drip pan jig 100 (e.g., clamp bracket 150) may be configured and dimensioned to interface with drip pan rail 184. Particularly, cam assembly 170 of clamp bracket 150 may be configured and dimensioned to interface with drip pan rail 184. In one embodiment, drip pan rail 184 may be positioned on cam ledge 174 such that at least one surface of drip pan rail 184 is at least partially in contact with drip pan sheet 50. More particularly, angled drip pan rail 184 (e.g., 90 degree angle), having a horizontal surface and a vertical surface, may be positioned on cam ledge 174 such that the horizontal surface is in at least partial contact with cam ledge 174 (e.g., surface 180) and the vertical surface is in at least partial contact with drip pan sheet 50, as depicted in Figs. 10A and 10B. Note, in Fig. 10B, frame bracket 102 was removed for clarity.

Cam arm 172, which may be hingedly attached to clamp bracket 150, may be positioned such that a portion of cam arm 172 is in close proximity to the horizontal portion of angled drip pan rail 184 and a portion of cam arm 172 is in close proximity to the vertical portion of angled drip pan rail 184. Cam arm 172 may be rotated in relation to cam ledge 174. Cam arm 172, as stated above, may include at least one contact point 178 for interfacing with drip pan rail 184. Particularly, cam arm 172 includes a plurality of contact points 178 for interfacing with angled drip pan rail 184. Even more particularly, cam arm 172 may include at least two contact points 178. The at least two contact points 178 together interface with
horizontal and vertical portions of angled drip pan rail 184 so as to ensure localized contact with drip pan rail 184 (See Figs. 10A-10B). Once drip pan rail 184 is in the desired position in relation to drip pan sheet 50, cam arm 172 may apply pressure to drip pan rail 184, by way of contact points 178, to at least partially restrict movement of drip pan rail 184. Particularly, cam interface element 182 may be engaged so as to rotate cam arm 172 such that contact points 178 constrain drip pan rail 184 against at least one of cam ledge 174 and drip pan sheet 50. Even more particularly, cam interface element 182 (e.g., threaded fastener), which is positioned relative to cam arm 172, may be engaged against a portion of cam ledge 174 such that cam arm 172 forcibly rotates thereby forcing contact points 178 against drip pan rail 184, which causes drip pan rail 184 to be pressed against at least one of cam ledge 174 and drip pan sheet 50.

Clamp bracket 150 may be configured and dimensioned to semi-permanently interface with at least one portion of frame bracket 102. After securing drip pan rail 184, clamp bracket 150 may be semi-permanently attached to frame bracket 102. Semi-permanent attachment of drip pan jig 100 may be accomplished systematically, wherein a portion of drip pan jigs 100 are simultaneously semi-permanently attached. For example, on a given level of AGL frame 10, all adjacent drip pan jigs 100 may be semi-permanently attached. Semi-permanent attachment of drip pan jig 100 may also be accomplished individually, wherein each drip pan jig 100 is semi-permanently attached separately. The semi-permanent attachment procedure depends on a variety of factors, including size of drip pan sheet 50 and AGL frame 10, quantity and position of drip pan jigs 100, material of drip pan sheet 50 and/or drip pan rail 184, among others.

In one embodiment, as depicted in Figs. 11A-11B, clamp bracket 150 may include lever assembly (e.g., toggle assembly) 162 and U-bar 164. U-bar 164 may be positioned in close proximity to lever assembly 162 such that U-bar 164 moves at least partially in relation to the movement of lever assembly 162. U-bar 164 extends at least partially beyond front wall 158. U-bar 164 is configured and dimensioned to interface with hook 118 of frame bracket 102. Particularly, U-bar 164 is configured and dimensioned to interface with hook 118 to semi-permanently connect clamp bracket 150 to frame bracket 102.

In operation, adjustment of lever assembly 162 simultaneously adjusts the position of U-bar 164. For example, adjustment of lever assembly 162 may rotate U-bar 164 away from or closer to hook 118. Therefore, adjust lever assembly 162 such that U-bar 164 is in close
proximity to hook 118. Particularly, adjust lever assembly 162 until U-bar 164 is in close proximity to hook cavity (hidden). Once U-bar 164 is in close proximity to hook cavity (hidden) of hook 118, adjust lever assembly 162 so as to cause U-bar 164 to pull closer to front wall 158. In doing so, U-bar 164 will engage with hook 118, thereby semi-permanently attaching clamp bracket 150 to frame bracket 102. As shown in Fig. 11B, U-bar 164 will at least partially fill hook cavity (hidden) of hook 118 such that U-bar 164 can no longer rotate. Clamp bracket 150 and frame bracket 102 should fit snugly and there should be minimal (if any) rotational movement between the brackets. Rotational movement between clamp bracket 150 and frame bracket 102, as discussed above, is evident of improper U-bar 164 attachment, as will be understood by someone skilled in the art. Engagement of frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 thereby semi-permanently constrains drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 to AGL frame 10 (e.g., vertical member 12).

Although depicted as lever assembly 162, U-bar 164 and hook 118, other forms of locking mechanisms may be utilized. For example, the use of a fastener and cooperating attachment element (e.g., fastener and threaded nut), wherein frame bracket 102 and clamp bracket 150 include corresponding attachment elements.

For extended use, it is desired to at least semi-permanently constrain drip pan rail 184 to drip pan sheet 50 without the use of drip pan jig 100. It is also desired to at least semi permanently constrain drip pan rail 184 and drip pan sheet 50 to AGL frame 10 without the use of drip pan jig 100. Furthermore, at least semi-permanently constraining any one of drip pan rail 184 and drip pan sheet 50 to AGL frame 10 without the use of drip pan jig 100. Semi-permanent (or permanent) attachment (e.g., interface feature 186) may include the use of fasteners (e.g., nuts and bolts, rivets, pins, screws, wire), integral joints (e.g., seams, crimps, snap-fits), adhesives, adhesive fasteners and any combination thereof. A plurality of semi-permanent (or permanent) attachment features, strategically positioned and in close proximity to drip pan rail 184, drip pan sheet 50 and AGL frame 10, may be used.

In one embodiment, upon engagement of drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 to AGL frame 10 using drip pan jig 100, as described above, a plurality of semi-permanent (or permanent) elements may interface with drip pan rail 184 and drip pan sheet 50. Particularly, drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 may be semi-permanently (or permanently) attached by interface element 186. In some embodiments, as shown in Fig. 12, interface element 186 may interface with drip pan rail 184, drip pan sheet 50 and AGL frame 10. Particularly,
vertical member 12 of AGL frame 10. Interface element 186 may be a fastener (e.g., nut and bolt). In some instances, cam interface element 182 may be partially loosened to allow for refinement of drip pan rail 184 and insertion of interface element 186.

As depicted in Fig. 13, a plurality of holes 56 may be positioned along drip pan rail 184 and drip pan sheet 50 between vertical members 12. The disclosed holes enable additional attachment between drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 between vertical members 12. In some instances, holes 56 may be pre-drilled or may be drilled once assembled. In other instances, holes 56 may be pre-drilled into drip pan rail 184 and may be drilled upon assembly into drip pan sheet 50, thereby ensuring hole alignment. Although depicted as 5 holes 56 between vertical members 12, the number of holes 56 depends on a variety of factors, including the distance between vertical members 12, the anticipated weight of drip pan sheet 50 with the desired contents, and the type of interface elements 186 utilized.

Upon at least semi-permanent attachment of drip pan rail 184 and drip pan sheet 50, as described above, drip pan jig 100 may be uninstalled. For example, by using the above instructions in reverse. Particularly, disengage cam insertion element 182 from cam assembly 170, doing so will release the pressure on drip pan rail 184. Disengage U-bar 164 from hook 118 by moving lever assembly 162 accordingly. Upon doing so, clamp bracket 150 my freely rotate around hinge pin 152. Remove clasp 154 from hinge pin 152 and disengage hinge pin 152 from hole 116, 160, ensuring clamp bracket 150 does not fall. Next, disengage drip pan interface element 124, doing so will release the pressure on drip pan sheet 50. Lastly, disengage AGL interface element 122, doing so will release the pressure on AGL frame 10 (e.g., vertical member 12), ensuring frame bracket 102 does not fall. However, it is expected that disassembly may not exactly follow the above instructions.

In one embodiment, the disassembly of drip pan jig 100, as explained throughout, may be accomplished individually for each vertical member 12. In another embodiment, at least two drip pan jigs 100 may be disassembled together. Such disassembly may occur on adjacent vertical members 12 and/or opposite vertical members 12.

Fig. 14 depicts a semi-permanently (or permanently) attached drip pan sheet 50, drip pan rail 184 and vertical member 12, notably without drip pan jig 100. Particularly, at least drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 may be attached by interface element 186. In some instances, as described above, drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 and vertical member 12 may be attached by interface element 186. As previously stated, drip pan sheet 50 may
further include barrier (e.g., end cap) 58 which may facilitate fluid flow down a closely positioned drain 60 or, if no drain or the drain is closed, cap 58 may enable drip pan 50 to act as a holding chamber.

The installation procedure, as described above, may be modified without affecting the purpose of drip pan jigs 100, which is to semi-permanently constrain drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 to the AGL frame 10 to ensure consistent semi-permanent (or permanent) engagement between drip pan sheet 50 and drip pan rail 184 and, in some instances, vertical member 12.

The following clauses further define particular aspects and embodiments of the present disclosure.

Clause 1. A method of installing a pan within a frame including unfurling the pan at least partially within the frame, wherein the unfurled pan defines a concave shape and extends at least partially the length of the frame; engaging at least one pan jig with the unfurled pan and the frame; detachably attaching the unfurled pan relative to the frame using a semi-permanent attachment element; and disengaging the at least one pan jig from the unfurled pan and the frame, wherein upon disengagement of the at least one pan jig, the unfurled pan maintains attachment relative to the frame.

Clause 2. The method of clause 1 further including positioning a pan rail relative to the unfurled pan and the frame after engaging the at least one pan jig with the unfurled pan and the frame.

Clause 3. The method as in any one of clauses 1-2 wherein the frame includes at least one vertical member and at least one cross member positioned relative to the at least one vertical member, and wherein the pan jig engages the unfurled pan and the at least one vertical member.

Clause 4. The method as in any one of clauses 1-3 wherein the frame defines a length, and wherein the unfurled pan continuously extends the length of the frame.

Clause 5. The method as in any one of clauses 1-4 wherein the pan is fabricated from a material selected from the group consisting of plastic, sheet metal, canvas and combinations thereof.

Clause 6. A pan jig including a frame bracket defining (i) a first U-shaped cavity configured and dimensioned to at least partially receive a clamp bracket, and (ii) a second U-
shaped cavity in proximity to the first U-shaped cavity, said frame bracket including a first engagement member; and

a clamp bracket hingedly connected relative to the first U-shaped cavity of the frame bracket and including a second engagement member,

wherein the second engagement member of the clamp bracket is configured and dimensioned to semi-permanently lock with the first engagement member of the frame bracket.

Clause 7. The pan jig of clause 6 wherein the frame bracket is configured and dimensioned to receive a pan.

Clause 8. The pan jig as in any one of clauses 6-7 wherein alignment functionality is provided, at least in part, by the frame bracket governing (i) the height of the pan above a pan rail, (ii) the position of the pan relative to the frame, and (iii) the vertical alignment of a pan rail hole to a frame hole.

Clause 9. The pan jig as in any one of clauses 6-8 wherein the second U-shaped cavity is configured and dimensioned to receive a vertical member of the frame.

Clause 10. The pan jig as in any one of clauses 6-9 wherein the clamp bracket further includes a cam assembly which is configured and dimensioned to receive a pan rail.

Clause 11. The pan jig as in any one of clauses 6-10 wherein the first engagement member is a hook and the second engagement member is a lever assembly and a U-bar,

wherein the U-bar is configured and dimensioned to engage the hook, and

wherein the lever assembly is configured and dimensioned to semi-permanently lock the U-bar with the hook.

Clause 12. A method of forming and mounting a pan including unfurling the pan at least in part within a frame, wherein the unfurled pan defines a concave shape and extends at least partially the length of the frame; mounting a frame bracket to the frame, wherein the frame bracket is configured and dimensioned to receive at least a portion of the unfurled pan; mounting a clamp bracket relative to the frame bracket, wherein the clamp bracket includes a cam assembly which is configured and dimensioned to receive a pan rail; positioning a pan rail relative to the cam assembly, wherein the pan rail is simultaneously in contact with the pan; semi-permanently locking the clamp bracket, the pan rail and the unfurled pan relative to
the frame bracket; fastening the pan rail and the unfurled pan to the frame; and removing the clamp bracket and the frame bracket, wherein upon removal of the clamp bracket and the frame bracket, the unfurled pan and the pan rail remain fastened relative to the frame.

Clause 13. The method of clause 12 wherein alignment functionality is provided, at least in part, by the frame bracket governing (i) the height of the pan above the pan rail, (ii) the position of the pan relative to the frame, and (iii) the vertical alignment of a pan rail hole to a frame hole.

Clause 14. The method as in any one of clauses 12-13 wherein the frame further includes at least one vertical member and at least one cross member positioned relative to the at least one vertical member, wherein the frame bracket is positioned relative to the vertical member.

Clause 15. The method as in any one of clauses 12-14 wherein the frame defines a plurality of levels.

Clause 16. The method as in any one of clauses 12-15 wherein an unfurled pan is associated with each of the plurality of levels.

Clause 17. The method as in any one of clauses 12-16 further including fastening the pan rail to the unfurled pan at a plurality of positions within the frame.

Clause 18. The method as in any one of clauses 12-17 wherein the pan is fabricated from a material selected from the group consisting of plastic, sheet metal, canvas and combinations thereof.

Clause 19. The method as in any one of clauses 12-18 wherein semi-permanently locking the clamp bracket, the pan rail and the pan with the frame bracket restricts movement of the pan rail and the unfurled pan.

Clause 20. The method as in any one of clauses 12-19 wherein the unfurled pan continuously extends the length of the frame.

Approximating language, as used herein throughout the specification and claims, may be applied to modify any quantitative or qualitative representation that could permissibly vary without resulting in a change in the basic function to which it is related. Accordingly, a value modified by a term such as "about" or numerical ranges is not to be limited to a specified precise value, and may include values that differ from the specified value. In at least some
instances, the approximating language may correspond to the precision of an instrument for measuring the value.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations can be made in the method and system of the present disclosure without departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Thus, it is intended that the present disclosure include modifications and variations that are within the scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.

While the disclosure has been described in detail in connection with only a limited number of aspects and embodiments, it should be understood that the disclosure is not limited to such aspects. Rather, the disclosure can be modified to incorporate any number of variations, alterations, substitutions, or equivalent arrangements not heretofore described, but which are commensurate with the scope of the claims. Additionally, while various embodiments of the disclosure have been described, it is to be understood that aspects of the disclosure may include only some of the described embodiments. Accordingly, the disclosure is not to be seen as limited by the foregoing description, but is only limited by the scope of the appended claims.
Claims

1. A method of installing a pan within a frame comprising:
   a. unfurling the pan at least partially within the frame, wherein the unfurled pan defines a concave shape and extends at least partially the length of the frame;
   b. engaging at least one pan jig with the unfurled pan and the frame;
   c. detachably attaching the unfurled pan relative to the frame using a semi-permanent attachment element; and
   d. disengaging the at least one pan jig from the unfurled pan and the frame,

   wherein upon disengagement of the at least one pan jig, the unfurled pan maintains attachment relative to the frame.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising positioning a pan rail relative to the unfurled pan and the frame after engaging the at least one pan jig with the unfurled pan and the frame.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the frame comprises at least one vertical member and at least one cross member positioned relative to the at least one vertical member, and wherein the pan jig engages the unfurled pan and the at least one vertical member.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the frame defines a length, and wherein the unfurled pan continuously extends the length of the frame.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the pan is fabricated from a material selected from the group consisting of plastic, sheet metal, canvas and combinations thereof.

6. A pan jig comprising:
   a. a frame bracket defining (i) a first U-shaped cavity configured and dimensioned to at least partially receive a clamp bracket, and (ii) a second U-shaped cavity in proximity to the first U-shaped cavity, said frame bracket including a first engagement member; and
b. a clamp bracket hingedly connected relative to the first U-shaped cavity of the frame bracket and including a second engagement member, wherein the second engagement member of the clamp bracket is configured and dimensioned to semi-permanently lock with the first engagement member of the frame bracket.

7. The pan jig of claim 6, wherein the frame bracket is configured and dimensioned to receive a pan.

8. The pan jig of claim 7, wherein alignment functionality is provided, at least in part, by the frame bracket governing (i) the height of the pan above a pan rail, (ii) the position of the pan relative to the frame, and (iii) the vertical alignment of a pan rail hole to a frame hole.

9. The pan jig of claim 6, wherein the second U-shaped cavity is configured and dimensioned to receive a vertical member of the frame.

10. The pan jig of claim 6, wherein the clamp bracket further comprises a cam assembly which is configured and dimensioned to receive a pan rail.

11. The pan jig of claim 6, wherein the first engagement member is a hook and the second engagement member is a lever assembly and a U-bar, wherein the U-bar is configured and dimensioned to engage the hook, and wherein the lever assembly is configured and dimensioned to semi-permanently lock the U-bar with the hook.

12. A method of forming and mounting a pan, the method comprising:

a. unfurling the pan at least in part within a frame, wherein the unfurled pan defines a concave shape and extends at least partially the length of the frame;

b. mounting a frame bracket to the frame, wherein the frame bracket is configured and dimensioned to receive at least a portion of the unfurled pan;

c. mounting a clamp bracket relative to the frame bracket, wherein the clamp bracket comprises a cam assembly which is configured and dimensioned to receive a pan rail;
d. positioning a pan rail relative to the cam assembly, wherein the pan rail is simultaneously in contact with the pan;

e. semi-permanently locking the clamp bracket, the pan rail and the unfurled pan relative to the frame bracket;

f. fastening the pan rail and the unfurled pan to the frame; and

g. removing the clamp bracket and the frame bracket,

wherein upon removal of the clamp bracket and the frame bracket, the unfurled pan and the pan rail remain fastened relative to the frame.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein alignment functionality is provided, at least in part, by the frame bracket governing (i) the height of the pan above the pan rail, (ii) the position of the pan relative to the frame, and (iii) the vertical alignment of a pan rail hole to a frame hole.

14. The method according to claim 12, wherein the frame further comprises at least one vertical member and at least one cross member positioned relative to the at least one vertical member, wherein the frame bracket is positioned relative to the vertical member.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein the frame defines a plurality of levels.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein an unfurled pan is associated with each of the plurality of levels.

17. The method according to claim 12, further comprising fastening the pan rail to the unfurled pan at a plurality of positions within the frame.

18. The method according to claim 12, wherein the pan is fabricated from a material selected from the group consisting of plastic, sheet metal, canvas and combinations thereof.

19. The method according to claim 12, wherein semi-permanently locking the clamp bracket, the pan rail and the pan with the frame bracket restricts movement of the pan rail and the unfurled pan.
20. The method according to claim 12, wherein the unfurled pan continuously extends the length of the frame.
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Group I: Claims 1-5 AND 12-20 are directed toward a method of forming and mounting a pan and a method of installing a pan within a frame, the method comprising: wherein the unfurled pan defines a concave shape; wherein the clamp bracket comprises a cam assembly.

Group II: Claims 6-11 are directed toward a pan jig comprising: a. a frame bracket defining (i) a first U-shaped cavity, and (ii) a second U-shaped cavity in proximity to the first U-shaped cavity.

The inventions listed as Groups I-II do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

Group I include a method of forming and mounting a pan and a method of installing a pan within a frame, the method comprising: a. unfurling the pan at least in part within a frame, wherein the unfurled pan defines a concave shape and extends at least partially the length of the frame; b. mounting a frame bracket to the frame, wherein the frame bracket is configured and dimensioned to receive at least a portion of the unfurled pan; c. mounting a clamp bracket relative to the frame bracket, wherein the clamp bracket comprises a cam assembly which is configured and dimensioned to receive a pan rail; d. positioning a pan rail relative to the cam assembly, wherein the pan rail is simultaneously in contact with the pan; e. semi-permanently locking the clamp bracket, the pan rail and the unfurled pan relative to the frame bracket; f. fastening the pan rail and the unfurled pan to the frame; b. engaging at least one pan jig with the unfurled pan and the frame; c. detachably attaching the unfurled pan relative to the frame using a semi-permanent attachment element; and d. disengaging the at least one pan jig from the unfurled pan and the frame, wherein upon disengagement of the at least one pan jig, the unfurled pan maintains attachment relative to the frame and g. removing the clamp bracket and the frame bracket, wherein upon removal of the clamp bracket and the frame bracket, the unfurled pan and the pan rail remain fastened relative to the frame, which are not present in Group II.

Group II include a pan jig comprising: a. a frame bracket defining (i) a first U-shaped cavity configured and dimensioned to at least partially receive a clamp bracket, and (ii) a second U-shaped cavity in proximity to the first U-shaped cavity, said frame bracket including a first engagement member; and b. a clamp bracket hingedly connected relative to the first U-shaped cavity of the frame bracket and including a second engagement member, wherein the second engagement member of the clamp bracket is configured and dimensioned to semi-permanently lock with the first engagement member of the frame bracket, which are not present in Group I.

The common technical features of Groups I and II are a pan jig comprising a frame bracket; a clamp bracket.

These common technical features are disclosed by US 3,601,947 A (HURD). Hurd discloses a pan jig (unit 42 (pan jig) for installing concave sheet 80 (pan)); figures 1-3 and 6-9; column 2, lines 25-35; column 4, lines 1-10) comprising a frame bracket (unit 42 (pan jig) includes substructure 118 (frame bracket) moveably supported on rails 22 (frame) via rail track wheels 120; figures 1-3 and 6-9; column 3, lines 30-40; a clamp bracket (unit 52 (clamp bracket) which includes clamps 62; figures 1-3; column 2, lines 40-50).

Since the common technical features are previously disclosed by the Hurd reference, the common features are not special and so Groups I and II lack unity.